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Abstract 
In this paper, numerical simulations are conducted to investigate the impact of the blockage of vehicles in tunnel on the performance of 
semi-transverse smoke control system. Two well-known CFD tools, i.e., FDS 6.0.1 and ANSYS FLUENT 14, are used for mutual 
verification. The smoke pattern in tunnel without blockage is studied as a benchmark and the proposed semi-transverse smoke control 
system can maintain tenable conditions for safe egress. The scenarios with blockages of 2m and 4m high are studied respectively. The 
simulation results demonstrate the presence of blockage significantly changes the flow pattern in tunnel. The bulk mass flow rates are 
reduced from the blocked side while increased from the unblocked side. The unbalanced airflow drives more smoke to the blocked side 
and makes this side impassable for evacuation within a few minutes. The scenarios with symmetric blockages of the same heights are 
further studied for comparison and smoke is well confined within the defined smoke zone. Tentative simulations are conducted to 
improve the environment in tunnel by increasing the smoke extraction rate. For a blockage ratio of 26.6%, even a 50% increase in the 
smoke extraction rate can hardly maintain tenable condition throughout the tunnel.  
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1.  Introduction 
The tunnel ventilation system is designed to control smoke and toxic gases to provide a smoke free environment for 
evacuation in case of fire. In accordance with Directive 2004/54/EC on minimum safety requirements for tunnels in the 
Trans-European road network [1], transverse or semi-transverse ventilation is required for tunnels with bidirectional traffic 
and higher traffic volumes, or when tunnel length exceeds 3 km. BD 78/99 [2] outlines the merits and shortcomings of 
transverse ventilation systems and recommends the ventilation strategy that air supplied at low level and extracted at high 
level, as the most effective one to deal with fire emergency. The Semi-transversal smoke control system is an important 
means of smoke control in long tunnels. A semi-transverse ventilation system had been installed in a number of tunnels 
worldwide, e.g., the 2.1 km long Eagle's Nest Tunnel in Hong Kong, the 5.6km long subsea tunnel- Tuenmun- Chek Lap 
Kok Link in Hong Kong, the 11.6 km long Mont Blanc tunnel in Europe, the 8.9km long Shanghai Yangtze River Tunnel in 
PRC, etc. 
Under non-congested mode in tunnel fire, the vehicles in front of the vehicle on fire could drive through the tunnel, whilst 
the vehicles behind the vehicle most possibly, would be blocked by the fire. Under congested mode, the vehicles on both 
sides of the vehicle on fire could be blocked. As the motorists are instructed to leave their vehicles and escape on feet, a 
number of vehicles are abandoned in the tunnel. How these vehicles effect the performance of the proposed smoke control 
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system is an important topic. Tunnel blockage ratio is defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the blockage to the 
cross-sectional area of the tunnel. Oka and Atkinson [3] studied the effect of tunnel blockage ratio on critical velocity and 
they found that the critical velocity at blockage ratio of 0.32 was 40%̢45% less than that without the obstruction. The 
effect of accident vehicle obstruction on critical velocity and backlayering length was also analyzed by Li [4] and 
experimental data show that the critical velocity decreased by 23% at a blockage ratio of 0.2. Li [5] numerically studied the 
effect of tunnel blockage ratio on critical velocity in tunnel fires is and proposed an empirical consideration that accounts 
for the blockage ratio effect. The present findings with vehicular blockage in tunnel with longitudinal smoke control system 
was found that the obstruction of vehicles reduces the critical velocity in tunnel, which benefits the smoke control in tunnel. 
Therefore, the impact of vehicles’ blockage in tunnel with longitudinal smoke control system could be neglected in 
engineering design.  
However, the impact of vehicles’ blockage in tunnel with semi-transverse smoke control system has not be studied 
systematically yet even semi-transverse smoke control system had been widely applied in a number of tunnels worldwide. 
In this paper, numerical simulation is adopted to assess the impact of blockages with different blockage ratios on the 
performance of semi-transversal smoke control system. Two well-known CFD tools, i.e., FDS 6.0.1 and ANSYS FLUENT, 
are adopted for this simulation. Fire dynamics simulator (FDS) [6-8] is an open source CFD code for fire & smoke 
simulation in various environments. The suitability of FDS in tunnel fire environment had been widely verified by 
McGrattan [9], Chen [10], Kim [11]. ANSYS FLUENT [12] is a commercial CFD code and it provides comprehensive 
modeling capabilities for a wide range of incompressible and compressible, laminar and turbulent fluid flow problems. 
FLUENT had been widely used in fire and smoke simulation, e.g., Wu [13], Tajadura et al [14] , Karaaslan [15], Vega  [16] . 
By using both FLUENT and FDS, Lin et al [17] assessed the performance of semi-transverse smoke control in tunnel with 
different gradients by using both FDS and FLUENT. Based on the review on CFD study, it is concluded that both FDS and 
FLUENT have been widely adopted for smoke/fire simulation in tunnel environment and they could produce acceptable 
results compared with experiments data. The purposes of using two CFD tools are two-folders. The first one is to improve 
the credibility of numerical simulation, the second one is to compare the results of CFD tools. 
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the geometry of the representative tunnel and the concerned 
boundary conditions. Section 3 conducts sensitivity study on meshes sizes and the benchmarking study in tunnel without the 
blockage by using the two CFD tools. Section 4 presents the simulation results in tunnel with different blockages. The 
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.  
2. FDS vs. FLUENT and the Boundary Conditions 
Fire Dynamics Simulator(FDS) [6-8] was developed and is currently maintained by the Fire Research Division of 
Building and Fire Research Laboratory (BFRL) of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which is a 
US government agency. FDS is now widely used by fire safety engineers throughout the world as the preferred CFD model 
for fire modelling. In addition, numerous literature reviews and fire tests have been conducted for verification and validation 
of FDS for investigating fire-driven. FDS is a computer program that solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes 
equations appropriate for low speed, thermally-driven flow on smoke and heat transport from fires. The partial derivatives 
of the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy are approximated as finite differences, and the solution is 
updated in time on a three-dimensional rectilinear grid. Turbulence in FDS is modelled by the Large Eddy Simulation (LES), 
which is effective in simplifying the turbulence model within FDS. The detailed description of the LES in FDS can be found 
in FDS theory guide [6-8]. 
k-epsilon model in FLUENT [12] is the most widely used CFD model. The standard k- epsilon model is a model based 
on model transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (epsilon).The detailed description 
of the theory of k-epsilonturbulent flow and the constant default value can be found in ANSYS 14.0 Theory Guide [12]. 
For the combustion model, FDS uses a mixture fraction combustion model. The mixture fraction is a conserved scalar 
quantity that is defined as the fraction of gas at a given point in the flow field that originated as fuel. The combustion 
material is C3H8 with heat of combustion of 45MJ/kg. The combustion model in FLUENT is simplified as a volumetric 
heat source (VHS) model and the combustion products generated from the fire were defined as volumetric source terms. 
VHS model has been adopted widely for fire & smoke simulation, e.g., Lin [17], Xue [18]; Kang [19] and Tajadura [14]. 
The soot production rate is set to be 5%, both in FDS and FLUENT. 
As for the radiation model, FDS adopted a non-scattering gray assumption and the fraction of that energy emitted as 
thermal radiation fraction is assumed to be 0.35. The radiation equation is solved by using a technique similar to a finite 
volume method for convective transport. In FLUENT, the Discrete Ordinates (DO) radiation model is adopted and the 
absorption coefficient of gases is based on Weighted Sum of Gray Gas Model. The species transport is activated and the 
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species include CO2, H2O, O2, and C. The fraction of each species is based on the combustion of C3H8 under well-
ventilation condition. 
The wall function for the smooth walls implemented in FDS is adopted to account for the friction of the tunnel wall. In 
FLUENT, the standard wall functions and no slip condition are applied. The default thermal boundary condition in the FDS 
is applied and the wall is assumed to be inert wall with the temperature fixed at ambient temperature. The thermal boundary 
for all solid surfaces in FLUENT is fixed to ambient temperature as well. The ambient temperature is set to 20ºC, both in 
FDS and FLUENT. 
The pressure boundary condition is applied to the portals of tunnel connecting to ambient, where the rates of air inflow 
and discharge are calculated based on the pressure difference across the boundary. In FDS, the portals are defined 'OPEN'. 
In FLUENT, Pressure inlet boundary condition is used and turbulence at the boundary is the default in FLUENT, i.e., the 
turbulent intensity of 10% and turbulent length scale of 1m. The fans are treated as velocity-inlet boundary by specifying a 
velocity downward the ceiling, both in FDS and FLUENT. 
3. The Meshes Sensitivity Analysis and the Benchmarking Study 
A representative tunnel with the length of 500m and with the section area of 6m high10m wide are adopted. The 
designed fire size for the tunnel is assumed to be a constant 40MW. A semi-transverse smoke control system is provided. 8 
louvers, each with 2m4m, are evenly located underneath the tunnel ceiling. The total smoke extraction rate is 224m3/s and 
the length of smoke zone is 280m as shown in Fig.1. The fans are activated as far as the simulation starts. The make-up is 
from the portals on both sides as shown in Fig.2. 
 
Fig.1. A schematic illustration of the semi-transversal smoke control strategy in the tunnel 
 
Fig.2. A schematic illustration of the semi-transversal smoke control strategy in the tunnel 
In FDS, the characteristic length of the flame can be expressed as[6-8] 
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Where Q  is the heat release rate (kW), Uf is the ambient density (kg/m3), cf is the specific heat of the air (kJ/kg.K),  
T f  is the ambient temperature, g is the gravity acceleration velocity (m/s2). For a 40MW fireˈD*=4.2. The adopted meshes 
sizes is 0.5mh0.5mh0.33m. The D*/dx (dx is the maximum mesh size) is around 8.4. Based on the resolution 
requirements of FDS,  D*/dx should be in the ranged of 4~16. The adopted mesh sizes satisfy the resolution requirements. 
Therefore, the grid sizes are 0.5mh0.5mh0.33m in x, y, z directions respectively in FDS. The total number of meshes is 
360,000. Hexahedron grids and multi-meshes are adopted for parallel simulations and multi-meshes alignment are checked 
to avoid numerical error.  
To further verify the validity of the simulation, ANSYS FLUENT 14 is also adopted for further comparison. In 
FLUENT, the hexahedron meshes with the same meshes sizes as those used in FDS, i.e., 0.5mh0.5mh0.33m in x, y, z 
directions are adopted and the number of meshes is 360,000 as well. 
make-up air from left make-up air from right 
280m 
500m 10m 
Louver at the ceiling 
The section of the tunnel  
6m 
(a) (b) 
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The simulation results by using FDS with the meshes of 0.5mh0.5mh0.33m are presented in Fig.3 for the temperature 
and Fig.4 for the visibility. The smoke is confined within the smoke zone and the smoke layer is well kept 2m above the 
driveway. Both temperature and visibility are well maintained for the safe egress within the simulation time. The simulation 
results by using FLUENT with the same meshes are presented in Fig.5 for the temperature and Fig.6 for the visibility 
respectively. The smoke is confined within the smoke zone and the smoke layer is well kept above the driveway as well. 
The smoke distribution within the tunnel by using FLUENT is basic consistent with that by using FDS. 
 
 
 
Fig.3. The temperature at 300s and 600s (FDS with meshes size of 0.5m×0.5m×0.33m) 
 
 
 
Fig.4. The visibility distribution at 300s and 600s (FDS with meshes sizes of 0.5mh0.5mh0.33m) 
 
 
 
Fig.5.The temperature at 300s and 600s(FLUENT with meshes sizes of 0.5m×0.5m×0.33m) 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6. The visibility at 300s and 600s (FLUENT with meshes sizes of 0.5mh0.5mh0.33m) 
Meshes independence study is conducted by refining the meshes to 0.5m 0.5m 0.25m, both for FDS and FLUENT. 
The total number of meshes is 480,000. The simulation results by using FDS with the refined meshes are presented in Fig.7 
for the temperature and Fig.8 for the visibility. The results by using FLUENT with refined meshes are presented in Fig.9 for 
the temperature and Fig.10 for the visibility. No discernable difference between the results by using the two kinds of meshes, 
i.e., the meshes 0.5m 0.5m 0.33m vs. 0.5m 0.5m 0.25m. Therefore, the meshes sizes 0.5m 0.5m 0.33m are adopted 
in the subsequent simulation, both in FDS and FLUENT. 
 
 
 
Fig.7.The temperature distribution at 300s and 600s (FDS with meshes sizes of 0.5mh0.5mh0.25m) 
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Fig.8. The visibility distribution at 300s and 600s (FDS with meshes sizes of 0.5mh0.5mh0.25m) 
 
 
 
 
Fig.9.The temperature at 300s and 600s(FLUENT with meshes size of 0.5m×0.5m×0.25m) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.10. The visibility at 300s and 600s (FLUENT with meshes size of 0.5mh0.5mh0.25m) 
The bulk mass flow rates from both portals in tunnels by using FDS are recorded and are presented in Fig.11. The mass 
flow rates from portals are generally symmetric. The sum of mass flow rates from both portals is approximate 204kg/s. The 
volumetric extraction rate is 224 m3/s. Based on the law of mass conservation, the mass flowing into the tunnel should equal 
to the mass flow extracted by the fans. The density of the smoke extracted by the fans is approximate 0.91kg/m3 and the 
average temperate of smoke being extracted is around 115oC. Similarly, the bulk mass flow rates from both portals by using 
FLUETN are presented in Fig.12. The average mass flow rate from both portals is approximate 178kg/s. The density of the 
smoke extracted by the fans is approximate 0.8 kg/m3 and the average temperature of smoke extracted by the fans by using 
FLUETN is 168oC. Even the overall temperature distribution in the tunnel by using FDS and FLUENT are similar, the 
average smoke temperature estimated by using FLUENT is around 31% higher than that by using FDS.  
 
Fig.11. The mass flow rates from the portals by using FDS (L for the left portal and R for the right portal) 
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Fig.12. The mass flow rates from the portals by using FLUENT 
The results in terms of temperature and visibility by using the two CFD tools are generally consistent and the proposed 
semi-transverse smoke control can maintain a safe environment for the egress of motorists in case of fire emergency in the 
proposed tunnel. 
4. The Smoke Pattern in Tunnel Blockages 
4.1. Smoke Pattern in Tunnel with a 2m High Blockage 
In this subsection, a blockage, with the sizes of 8m long, 4m wide and 2m high, is introduced on the right side of the 
tunnel, approximate 150m away from the fire as shown in Fig.13. The blockage ratio is around 13.3%. The meshes sizes 
and all other boundary conditions for the tunnel with the blockage are the same as those in tunnel without blockage, both in 
FDS and FLUENT. 
 
 
Fig.13. A blockage in the tunnel (the fire is at the center of the tunnel, the blockage with the size of 8m long, 4m wide and 2m high is 150m away from the 
fire on the right side) 
The simulation results by using FDS are presented in Fig.14 for the temperature and Fig. 15 for the visibility. Due to the 
presence of the blockage on the right side, the symmetric distribution of smoke is broken. The smoke layer on the left side is 
maintained above the driveway and the tenability for egress are maintained throughout the simulation. However, the smoke 
layer on the right side descends to floor within 300s. Furthermore, the smoke on the right side spreads beyond the defined 
smoke zone. A blockage ratio of 13.3% could destroy the function of the proposed semi-transverse smoke control system in 
the tunnel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.14. The temperature at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 2m high blockage by using FDS 
150m 4m
8m
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Fig.15. The visibility at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 2m high blockage by using FDS 
FLUENT is adopted to verify the validity of the simulation results. The simulation results by using FLUENT are 
presented in Fig.16 for the temperature and Fig.17 for the visibility. The smoke layer on the left side is maintained above the 
driveway whilst the smoke layer on the right side descends to floor. The patterns of smoke distribution in terms of 
temperature and visibility by using the two CFD tools are generally consistent. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.16. The temperature at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 2m high blockage by using FLUENT 
 
 
 
 
Fig.17. The visibility at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 2m high blockage by using FLUENT 
The bulk mass flow rates from both portals in tunnels by using FDS are presented in Fig.18. With the introduction of a 
blockage on the right side, the mass flow rate from the right side decreases from 102kg/s to 67kg/s, whilst the mass flow 
rate from the left side increases from 102kg/s to 154kg/s. The introduction of the blockage on the right side obstructs the air 
from the right portal. Consequently, the airflow from the left side increase to maintain the overall mass balance in the tunnel 
system. The airflow in the tunnel blows from the left to the right, and drives more smoke to the right portal. Likewise, the 
bulk mass flow rates from both portals by using FLUENT are presented in Fig.18 as well. The mass flow rate from the right 
side decreases from 85kg/s to 68kg/s, whilst the mass flow rate from the left side increases from 85kg/s to 109kg/s. The 
trends of mass flow rates from both portals against the simulation time by using FLUENT are consistent with those got by 
using FDS.  
The simulation results by using both FDS and FLUENT are generally agreed with each other. An introduction of a 
blockage with a blockage ratio of 13.3% could significantly reduce the performance of the proposed semi-transverse smoke 
control system in the tunnel.  
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Fig.18. A comparison of the mass flow rates from the portals with a 2m high blockage 
4.2. Smoke Pattern in Tunnel with a 4m High Blockage 
In this subsection, a blockage with the size of 8m long, 4m wide and 4m high, which corresponds to a blockage ratio of 
26.6%, is located at 150m away from the fire source on the right side. The meshes sizes and all other boundary conditions 
for the tunnel are the same as those in the tunnel without blockage, both in FDS and FLUENT. 
 The simulation results by using FDS are presented in Fig.19 for the temperature and Fig.20 for the visibility. The 
overall smoke patterns are similar to those observed in the tunnel with 2m high blockage. The smoke layer on the left side is 
maintained above the driveway and the tenability for safe egress are maintained throughout the simulation. However, the 
smoke layer on the right side descends to floor within 300s. The smoke spreads further to the right portal and vents out from 
the portal. The whole tunnel on the right side is filled with smoke and the proposed semi-transverse smoke control system is 
totally out of function. The simulation results by using FLUENT are presented in Fig.21 for the temperature and Fig.22 for 
the visibility. The pattern of smoke distribution in terms of temperature and visibility by using the two CFD tools are 
generally consistent with each other. An introduction of a blockage with a blockage ratio of 26.6% could make the whole 
tunnel on the blocked side impassable for evacuation within a few minutes. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.19. The temperature at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 4m blockage by using FDS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.20. The visibility at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 4m lockage by using FDS 
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Fig. 21. The temperature at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 4m blockage by using FLUENT 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 22. The visibility at 300s, 600s and 900s in tunnel with a 4m blockage by using FLUENT 
The trends of mass flow rates from both portals against the simulation time by using FDS and FLUETN are presented in 
Fig. 23 and the trends are generally agreed with each other.  
 
 
Fig.23. A comparison of the mass flow rates from the portals with a 4m blockage 
The velocity profiles closed to the blockage are shown in Fig. 24, which further illustrate the impact of the blockage on 
the velocity distribution. Duo to the introduction of the blockage, the velocity is forced toward upward and disturbs the 
upper smoke layer greatly. 
 
 
 
 
 
           
 
Fig.24. A comparison of the velocity profiles close to the blockage (no blockage vs. blockages) 
(a) No blockage  
(b) 2m high blockage  
(c)  4m high blockage 
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4.3. Smoke Pattern in Tunnel with symmetrical Blockages 
In subsections 4 and 5, it is found that a blockage could break the symmetric flow pattern and greatly reduces the 
performance of the proposed smoke extraction system. In this subsection, two more scenarios with symmetrical blockages 
are studied, i.e., two blockages of 2m high and 4m high are placed on both sides of fire source respectively. The movement 
of smoke pattern in the tunnel is studied by using FDS 6.0.1. The results with symmetric blockages of 2m high are presented 
in Fig.25 for the visibility and Fig.26 for the temperature. The smoke is well confined within the defined smoke zone, but 
the tenability in term of visibility in the smoke zone can hardly be maintained. The pattern of smoke movement is quite 
different from that observed in scenario with an asymmetric blockage as shown in in Figs. 14 and 15. The results with 
blockages of 4m high are presented in Fig.27 for the visibility and Fig.28 for the temperature. The smoke is still confined 
within the defined smoke zone, opposite to the scenario discussed in subsection 4.2, where the whole tunnel on the right 
side is filled with smoke. However, the patterns of the two symmetric blockages are quite similar. The mass flow rates in 
scenarios with 2m blockage, with 4m blockage and without blockage are further studied as shown in Fig.29. The mass flow 
rates for the three scenarios are agreed well and keep a relative steady state on both sides throughout the simulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 25. The visibility at 300s, 600s in tunnel with a 2m symmetrical blockage by using FDS 
 
 
 
Fig.26. The temperature at 300s, 600s in tunnel with a 2m symmetrical blockage by using FDS 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 27. The visibility at 300s, 600s in tunnel with 4m symmetrical blockages by using FDS 
 
 
 
 
 
      Fig.28. The temperature at 300s, 600s in tunnel with 4m symmetrical blockages by using FDS 
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Fig.29. A comparison of the mass flow rates from the portals in three scenarios (with 2m high blockage and 4m high blockage and without blockage) 
4.4. Smoke Pattern in Tunnel with multi-blockage 
In this sub-section, a number of blockages with the size of 8m long, 4m wide and 2m high are placed on the left side of 
the tunnel. The movement of smoke pattern in the tunnel is studied by using FDS 6.0.1. The results are presented in Fig.30 
for the visibility and Fig.31 for the temperature. The smoke patterns with multi-blockages are generally agreed with the 
scenario of single blockage of the same height as illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. A significant portion of smoke is driven to 
the blocked side and makes the blocked sides impassible for evacuation within a few minutes. With the introduction of an 
obstruction on the left side, the mass flow rate from the left side decreases from 102kg/s to 42kg/s, whilst the mass flow rate 
from the right side increases from 102kg/s to 168kg/s. The multi-blockage drives more airflow towards the blocked side 
compared to the single blockage scenario as discussed in subsection 4.1. 
 
 
                
 
Fig. 30. The visibility at 300s, 600s in tunnel with 4m symmetrical blockages by using FDS 
 
 
 
Fig.31. The temperature at 300s, 600s in tunnel with 4m symmetrical blockages by using FDS 
4.5. The Performance of Semi-transversal Smoke Control with Increased Smoke Extraction Rate  
To provide tenable conditions in the tunnel with blockage for the safe egress, a number of tentative simulations are 
conducted by using FLUENT and presented in this subsection. The original smoke extraction rate of 224m3/s is adopted as 
the basis of the study and the smoke extraction rate is increased until the smoke layer can be maintained steadily above the 
driveway in tunnel with different blockage ratios.  
For the 2m high blockage, the smoke extraction rate is increased until tenable condition can be maintained throughout 
the tunnel. The simulation results with a 20% increase in smoke extraction rate are presented in Fig.32 for the temperature 
and Fig. 33 for the visibility. Both temperature and visibility are maintained above the driveway within the simulation time. 
 
 
 
Fig.32. The temperature at 300s, 600s with a 2m high blockage with a 20% increase in smoke extraction rate 
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Fig.33. The visibility at 300s, 600s in tunnel with a 2m high blockage with a 20% increase in smoke extraction rate 
For the 4m high blockage, the simulation results with a 20% increase in the smoke extraction rate are presented in 
Fig.34 for the temperature and Fig.35 for the visibility. The smoke is confined within the defined smoke zone, whilst the 
smoke layer between the fire and the blockage descends to floor. Further increase the smoke extraction rate by 50% and the 
results are presented in Fig.36 for the temperature and Fig.37 for the visibility. The smoke layer between the fire and the 
blockage still descend to floor.  Therefore, the tenable condition can hardly be achieved throughout the tunnel with blockage 
of a larger blockage ratio. 
 
 
 
Fig. 34.The temperature at 300s in tunnel with a 4m high blockage with a 20% increase in smoke extraction rate 
 
 
Fig. 35. The visibility at 300s in tunnel with a 4m high blockage with a 20% increase in smoke extraction rate 
 
 
Fig.36. The temperature at 300s in tunnel with a 4m high blockage with a 50% increase in smoke extraction rate 
 
 
Fig.37. The visibility at 300s in tunnel with a 4m high blockage with a 50% increase in smoke extraction rate 
5. Conclusions    
In tunnel with longitudinal smoke control system, the obstruction of vehicles reduces the critical velocity which 
benefits the smoke control in tunnel. Therefore, the impact of vehicles’ blockage in tunnel with longitudinal smoke control 
system can be neglected in engineering design as the worst fire scenario is the scenario without blockage. However, the 
impact of vehicles’ blockage on the performance of semi-transversal smoke control system has never been studied 
systemically. 
In this paper, a number of simulations are conducted to assess the performance of semi-transversal smoke control system 
in tunnel with different blockages. The scenario without blockage is adopted as a benchmark. Two well-known CFD tools, 
i.e., FDS 6.0.1 and ANSYS FLUENT 14, are used for comparison and mutual verification.  
With a blockage with a blockage ratio of 13.3% in the concern tunnel, the bulk mass flow rates at the blocked side are 
reduced while the mass flow rate from the unblocked side is increased. The smoke cannot be confined within the defined 
smoke zone and more smoke is driven to the blocked side and makes the blocked side impassable for evacuation within a 
few minutes. 
With a blockage with a blockage ratio of 26.6% in the concerned tunnel, the bulk mass flow rates at the blocked side are 
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further reduced. A significant portion of smoke is driven to the blocked side. The whole tunnel section on the blocked side 
is filled with smoke. 
The symmetric blockages with the heights of 2m and 4m in the tunnel are analyzed respectively and it is found that the 
symmetric blockages don’t alter the balance of airflow and smoke is well confined with the defined smoke zone for both 
scenarios.  
Tentative simulations with increased smoke extraction rate are also conducted. For a blockage ratio of 13.3%, a 20% 
increase in the smoke extraction rate could maintain tenable condition throughout the tunnel for safe egress. For a blockage 
ratio of 26.6%, even a 50% increase in the smoke extraction rate can hardly maintain tenable condition throughout the 
tunnel.   
The vehicular blockage in tunnel is a common phenomenon in case of fire emergency as the vehicles behind the vehicle 
on fire could be blocked by the incident. Therefore, in the design of the semi-transversal smoke control system in tunnel, the 
fire scenarios with large blockage ratio in the tunnel, e.g., Heavy Good Vehicle (HGV), should be carefully and thoroughly 
studied. Otherwise, the proposed smoke control system could be out of function in case of real fire incidents. 
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